understand and evaluate the frequent popular references to Endo as "the Japanese Graham Greene." Dennis writes at some length, and diffusely, of various Buddhist approaches to self and text, and mentions a number of classes and colloquies; yet his interpretive engagement with Silence comes down to an oddly simplistic opposition between the "blue eyes" that Rodrigues in his perfervid imagination attributes to Jesus and the "yellow eyes" of Kichijiro. It should probably be noted that Kichijiro's eyes are "drunken and dirty yellow" because of his alcoholism, as the priest's will be "bloodshot and yellow" after many deprivations; that the overwhelming majority of Portuguese people have brown eyes, as does the image of Christ by Piero della Francesca (Resurrection, in the Borgo san Sepolcro) upon which Rodrigues fixates; that the interpreter is also described as having yellow eyes, and Ferreira as having blue eyes; but Dennis explores none of this. (In the 1980 Taplinger edition: Ferreira's "clear blue eyes," 9; Kichijiro's "eyes, drunken and dirty yellow," 17; della Francesca's Resurrection, 22; Christ's "clear blue eyes," 106; the interpreter's "yellow eyes," 130; Rodrigues' "eyes, bloodshot and yellow with exhaustion," 139.) Interestingly, the second sentence of Middleton's essay provides a further datum for Dennis's inquiry: Middleton retails Endo's account of his one brief face-to-face encounter with Greene in an elevator, describing Greene as a "tall gentleman with blue eyes." If we are to speculate concerning the oddity of a Jesuit who specifically names a brown-eyed image but then slips into imagining Jesus with blue eyes, then the author's frequent association with the "tall gentleman with blue eyes" and his protagonist's strong memory of the blue eyes of his mentor and nemesis should hardly slip by unnoticed.
The volume suffers through having been released to coincide with the earlier and more widely promoted release date for Silence in 2015, rather than the actual thrice-delayed release in 2017. The brief afterword by Scorsese, for example, is an unusual "get" for an academic book, but has long since been overtaken by many other public statements from Scorsese. That afterword confirms what many will already know, that Scorsese regards his adaptations of Endo's Silence and Kazantzakis's The Last Temptation of Christ as thematically unified, and possibly as bookends to his career; that he treats Silence as reflecting on the appearance of God as "silence" understood as metaphysical absence from human affairs; and that he regards the apostasy as directed by God and a path of following God. However, given the amount of editing that went on after this book was released, it would certainly be possible to argue that Scorsese's comments at this point do not represent the point of view in his finished film, so caution even about these clear statements is in order.
On the whole, Dennis and Middleton will help new scholars to discover the lay of the land in Endo scholarship in America, and this probably justifies its use in seminars and other advanced reading groups. Readers familiar with that scholarship will not find a wealth of "new perspectives," despite the subtitle, but the inclusion of top Endo scholars with younger scholars and the extensive section "For Further Reading" certainly make the book worth consulting, and the variety of specific elements of Endo's works examined in its essays make them well worth perusing.
*** If in many ways the essay Mark Williams contributes to the Dennis and Middleton volume is the strongest entry in their book, it would be hard to dispute that this is because Mark Williams has established himself as one of the most thoughtful and particular scholars working on Endo from the late '90s to the present day. In Endo Shusaku: A Literature of Reconciliation, Williams reads through the whole major corpus of Endo, richly referring to even those works, talks, interviews, and background materials of Endo's that do not receive a chapter heading. With chapters devoted to White Man, Yellow Man; The Sea and Poison, Wonderful Fool, The Girl I Left Behind; Silence; The Samurai; Scandal; and Deep River, Williams has positioned himself to describe the trajectory of Endo's career thoroughly and sympathetically, and does so. If his work has one flaw, it is perhaps the critic's most forgivable flaw: too much sympathy with his subject. Nonetheless, what Williams offers Endo scholars in this volume is such a rich gift that it would be foolish ingratitude to spurn it.
It seems best, in considering this work, to begin at the end. Williams concludes this work with a quotation from Carl Jung that seems to summarize the nexus of Williams's sympathy with Endo: "By paying attention to the voice within, the individual achieves a new synthesis between consciousness and unconsciousness-a sense of calm acceptance and detachment and a realisation of the meaning of life." Williams establishes early in the book the importance of Endo's conflation of psychological theories of the "unconscious" with artistic explorations of spirituality (39-40), and traces this theme throughout his readings of Endo.
Williams describes the process of psychological breakdown and conversion that moves both plot and character development in most of Endo's stories, tracking both the literary biography of the writer and the psychological and religious themes developed in the scenes and characters of his major works. Citing Endo's observation that "Religion . . . is a product of the subconscious transcending all intellectualisation and consciousness," Williams observes that it "lies at the heart of Endo's attempt to penetrate the 'deep inside of man'" (39-40). With this through-line, amply documented from Endo's own remarks, Williams can readily justify his claim that "it is as an exercise of psychological drama that the novel Silence is best appreciated" (125). This book amply demonstrates that, insofar as the likes of Jungian psychology have anything to do with actual human minds at all, Endo's psychological explorations are not only engrossing but frequently possessed of genuine insight. In that vein, Williams compellingly shows how much can be done to take seriously Endo's striving after glimpses into the mysteries of human nature, particularly in its religious dimensions. Given the state of popular commentary on Endo, which too often waves off serious examination of his themes with the old canard, "fiction is not theology," it is refreshing to read a skillful argument that takes seriously the religious problems Endo seems to have taken seriously and presents a convincing alternative framework for understanding what Endo did and did not engage when exploring those problems.
It is precisely with regard to such authorial choices, however, that the possibility of an excess of sympathy must be noted. Williams is undoubtedly right that not only Silence but much of Endo's oeuvre is "best appreciated" from the perspective of psychological exploration, and that Endo "chooses to focus rather on the psychological pain and anguish leading up to the decision" in such works (125). He notes that Endo plainly does not exploit fully the distinction between "Garrpe's unwavering and single-minded obedience" and the "vacillation and ultimate capitulation" of Rodrigues in Silence, and similarly that even in The Samurai the final martyrdom "is depicted with typical Endo restraint" so that "the issue of primary literary concern is not Hasekura's actual response" but his "potential for self-determination" (164). Williams does a great service by establishing this pattern in Endo's writing, helping to demonstrate that Endo's works pursue a definite project by means of definite patterns of clarity and evasion.
In so doing, however, Williams seems to grant Endo not only the verisimilitude of his fictions and due hermeneutical charity, but the privilege of making global claims while exempting them from any but domesticated criticisms. Endo's claim that "Religion . . . is a product of the subconscious" is, after all, a claim about religion as such-as are not a few elements of Endo's career, not least his decision to write his own version of Strauss's Das Leben Jesu, titled none too subtly The Life of Jesus. Williams notes the international acclaim this work received and its manifest continuity with the views Rodrigues is depicted as arriving at in Silence (135), but seems to let this problem be reabsorbed into the stream of Endo's own project on Endo's terms. Surely, however, the question of whether Endo's actual exploration of human psychology yields insight into human nature deserves enrichment from consideration of Endo's actual exploration of religion, including not only the literary and psychological but also the religious and spiritual implications of Endo's patterns of clarity and evasion.
Williams, of course, has partially anticipated this concern with his sophisticated command of Endo's genre and milieu. In this he not only follows but advances upon perhaps the best vein of Endo scholarship, that which takes seriously the Japanese literary context of Endo's career, and notes that much critical discussion of novels such as Silence and Deep River after these have been translated across languages, cultures, and continents may mistake the major for the minor themes of Endo's works. If Williams may seem to grant Endo too much, it may be simply that he thinks Endo is far less serious about his religious claims as such than about their usefulness in psychological exploration. If true, such an insight would mean that the popular portrayal of Endo as "the Japanese Graham Greene" is not only tenuous but profoundly wrong. It would suggest not only that Endo does not pursue a basically theological project but that Endo was spiritually unserious at a fundamental level throughout his career, so wholly consumed with psychological exploration and the cultural mission of shishosetsu writers as to treat his own faith as merely instrumental. Gladly, there is much in Endo's work, much of which
